
Y8 Computing - Spring 1 – Programming (Python)

Section A: Key vocabulary

Vocab Definition

Algorithm A list of instructions that will do 
something when started.

Syntax

The set of rules that defines the 

combinations of symbols and 

structure for a programming 

language.

Output 

Any information that is processed,

sent out, displayed from a computer 

or other electronic device is 

considered output.

Input 

Any information that is entered into 

a computer or other electronic 

device by a user. This can be stored 

for later use or as a one off piece of 

data. 

Variable A location that is given an identifier 

that stores data. The data can be 

changed. 

Data type

Limits what can be stored in a 

variable. These include: string, 

Integer, Float, Boolean 

Integer Whole numbers e.g. 7, 10, 210

String 
String of text e.g. “Hello”, 

“P@ssword1”, “Dan” 

Selection 

A structure in programming that 

enables you to do different things 

depending on if a condition is met or 

not. If, elif, else.

Casting/Conversion 

In programming, conversion or 

casting refers to changing an entity 

of one datatype into another.

Section C: Syntax guide

Section C: Programming Commands

Output procedure

Output a string

Output stored data

print()

Print(“hello”)

Print (age)

Input procedure 

Data needs storing 

in a variable 

input(“instruction”)

Inputs default to strings

Variable

declaration and 

assignment

age = 40

age = input(“Enter age: ” )

Data Types and 

casting (changing 

data from one type 

to another)

String = “hello” str()

Integer = 78       int()

Float = 76.5        float()

Boolean = True or False

Selection

Indents matter

if age < 13:

print(“No account”)

else:

print(“Yes account”)

Math Operators

Remember BIDMAS

12 + 4 addition
12 - 4 subtraction
12 * 4 multiplication
12 / 4 division

Useful website for more examples:

www.w3schools.com/python/

Free download to Python for desktop/laptops:

https://www.python.org/downloads/

DATA TYPES - what data is stored as
"hello" #string
35 #integer

VARIABLES - label that data is given so it can be used 
elsewhere
age = 35

OUTPUT - displays on the screen
print("hello") 

INPUTS - allows the user to enter data. IMPORTANT 
defaulted to strings
age = input("please enter age: ") data is stored as age

CASTING - sometimes data needs changing TYPE
#To do calculations you need integers
days = int(age) * 365 #PROCESS

SELECTION - checking if a CONDITION is True, if it is do 
something
if days >2000:

print("Thats older than an average mouse")

SELECTION - if a CONDITION is False, it can do 
something different
if days >2000:

print("Thats older than an average mouse")
else:

print("You are younger than an average mouse")



Y8 Computing – Spring 2 – Images and Sound

Section A: Key vocabulary

Vocab Definition

Raster image Image made up of little dots or 

squares called pixels these 

become pixelated when enlarged.

Vector image Image that is made by 

mathematical calculations these 

are normally graphical images 

made of simple shapes.

Dimensions
This is the height and width of a 

raster image in pixels. This is used 

to calculate the area as pixels.

Pixel
A small square or dot of colour 

that makes up raster images.

Colour depth

This is the number of colours a 

pixel can be. They are stored as 

bits (0 or 1) of data. The more bits 

the more colours.

Sample rate

This is the number of times a 

second that an analogue sound is 

measured in a second.

Sample resolution 

This is the number of different 

amplitudes that can be measured 

in a sample of sound. They are 

stored as bits (0 or 1) of data. The 

more bits the more amplitudes.

File size
This is how much storage a file 

takes up.

Section B: Images and sound

To calculate the file size of images made of pixels, 

you will need the dimensions (height and width in 

pixels) of the image and the colour depth. Colour 

depth is the number of colours that a pixel can be, 

usually in bits.

For example an image with 8 colour options in a 

pixel would have a colour depth of 3 bits per pixel.

To calculate file size you multiply the dimensions by 

the colour depth and this is the file size in bits.

Image 20 pixels by 20 pixels with 8 colour depth 

would be 20 x 20 x 3 = 1200 bits

To calculate the file size of a sound clip, you need 

to know the sample rate, sample resolution and 

length of the sound clip in seconds. Sounds are 

recorded by taking a value of the amplitude every 

set time interval (thousands of times a second) this 

is called the sample rate. The sample resolution is 

the number of different amplitudes that can be 

recorded in bits.

To calculate the file size you multiply sample rate 

by sample resolution by length.

Sound clip recorded at 1000 samples a second with 

a sample resolution of 4 bits (16 options) and 10 

seconds long would be 1000 x 4 x 10 = 40000 bits.

Section C: Audacity and Fireworks

Audacity – sound editing software
https://www.audacityteam.org/

Adobe Fireworks tools


